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We present an experimental apparatus to control and visualize the response of a liquid target
to a laser-induced vaporization. We use a millimeter-sized drop as target and present two
liquid-dye solutions that allow a variation of the absorption coefficient of the laser light in
the drop by seven orders of magnitude. The excitation source is a Q-switched Nd:YAG
laser at its frequency-doubled wavelength emitting nanosecond pulses with energy densities
above the local vaporization threshold. The absorption of the laser energy leads to a large-
scale liquid motion at timescales that are separated by several orders of magnitude, which
we spatiotemporally resolve by a combination of ultra-high-speed and stroboscopic high-
resolution imaging in two orthogonal views. Surprisingly, the large-scale liquid motion at
upon laser impact is completely controlled by the spatial energy distribution obtained by a
precise beam-shaping technique. The apparatus demonstrates the potential for accurate and
quantitative studies of laser-matter interactions.
I. INTRODUCTION
Light moves liquid matter in various ways. First of
all, the direct interaction of an electromagnetic wave
with a liquid surface exerts a pressure on the interface
that may move the liquid: photons exchange momentum
with the liquid as the light path changes at the inter-
face between two media of different refractive index, an
effect described as optical radiation pressure1. The ob-
served motion is usually small2 unless competing forces
such as capillary forces are weakened, for example under
near-critical conditions when surface tension vanishes3.
Intense field strengths are required to exert the radia-
tion pressure onto the liquid target, and therefore fo-
cused laser light is used. Second, laser radiation can also
induce thermocapillary forces, which can be applied to
control liquids. The localized heating by a laser, either
directly by linear absorption of the light in the liquid
sample or indirectly by heating the substrate with which
the liquid sample is in contact, introduces thermocapil-
lary stresses4,5. This effect of induced liquid motion by
thermocapillary stresses is well-known as the Marangoni
effect6. A laser-induced phase change is a third way to
move liquids by optical radiation, which allows for large
deformations and flow speeds to be reached, see Fig. 1.
The liquid motion driven by this method is the phenom-
ena under investigation in the experimental apparatus
that we present in this paper.
A laser-induced phase change requires the local field
strength or energy density to be high enough to supply
the energy required for a phase change such as vaporiza-
tion or plasma formation. Local vaporization is achieved
by linear absorption of the laser energy in the liquid, or
by additives, e.g. dyes or dyed particles7–13. Self-focusing
a)alexludwigklein@gmail.com
and dielectric breakdown may lead to plasma formation
in otherwise transparent liquids14–20. Both effects are for
example exploited for medical applications in biological
matter21,22. An application where the target material is
initially solid and needs to melt, i.e. the liquid phase is
an intermediate step, is found in the laser-induced for-
ward transfer of metals23. The preparation of liquid and
solid samples for mass spectroscopy by laser-induced des-
orption or ionization24,25 are examples where the phase
change itself is of primary interest and the induced mo-
tion is a secondary effect. Similarly, in pulsed laser depo-
sition26, vaporization is the primary method to transfer
the material of interest, including liquids27, to a thin film
on a substrate.
The setup presented here is motivated by the physi-
cal processes and especially the fluid dynamics found in
laser-produced plasma light sources for extreme ultra-
violet (EUV) nanolithography28–30. In these sources a
liquid tin drop is impacted by a first laser pulse to shape
the drop into a suitable target for plasma formation. A
second pulse creates the plasma, where the line emission
from excited tin ions provides the EUV light30,31. Our
setup can be understood as large-scale model system to
study the fluid dynamics of the target formation by the
first laser impact. Figure 1 shows the response of a drop
to a laser impact and how the outcome depends on the
laser-pulse properties. The drop is accelerated as a whole
by the localized phase change that consequently leads to
a lateral expansion of the drop. For a tightly focused laser
pulse (Fig. 1 (a)) the drop breaks into tiny fragments dur-
ing the expansion. By contrast, Fig. 1 (b) shows the evo-
lution of the drop into a curved liquid sheet that breaks at
the edge of the sheet. The purpose of the apparatus is to
quantify this response of the drop: starting with the laser
impact, followed by the deformation of the drop and how
it depends on the laser-pulse properties up to the final
breakup of the liquid body into tiny fragments. However,
the features and capabilities of the setup described in this
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Figure 1. Laser-induced liquid motion in side-
view images taken stroboscopically with a color
camera and a broadband pulsed light source for
two laser focusing conditions (illustrated by a
sketch in the left column): (a) Tightly focused
laser beam resulting in plasma formation (visi-
ble as white glow) and a violent ablation from
the drop. A spherical shockwave is visible at
t = 30µs. (b) Moderately focused laser beam
leading to vaporization in absence of any plasma
(fluorescence emission of the dye molecules is vis-
ible as yellow spot). The liquid used in the ex-
periments is an aqueous magenta-colored ink that
absorbs the laser light emitted at a wavelength of
λL = 532 nm. In both cases, the recoil pressure of
the phase change imparts momentum to the drop.
As a response, the initially spherical drop evolves
into a strongly curved and thin liquid sheet that
breaks into tiny fragments.
paper can be used to study laser-matter interactions and
laser-induced liquid motion for a much broader range of
experiments: the target, in our case a free-falling spheri-
cal drop, may be replaced by a planar geometry such as a
liquid film to study the laser-induced forward motion, for
example for non-Newtonian32 or high-viscosity33 liquids,
viscoelastic hydrogels as exploited for the printing of cells
and biomaterials34, and even metals that are melted by
the laser impact23. In general, the laser impact upon a
liquid target results in a forcing that is concentrated both
in time and space, which can be visualized in our setup.
The apparatus therefore allows for accurate and quan-
titative studies of laser-matter interactions that induce
liquid motion.
We present in § II to §VIII an experimental setup that
not only enables us to study but also to control the fluid-
dynamic response of a target driven by a laser-induced
vaporization. The scale of the experiment is set by the
initial radius R0 ≈ 1 mm of a free-falling drop that is hit
by a laser pulse emitted with a duration of τp = 5 ns at
a wavelength of λL = 532 nm. We control the deposition
of laser energy in the liquid by adding a dye such that
the linear absorption coefficient α at the wavelength λL
can be varied in comparison to R0 over several orders
of magnitude, i.e. 5 × 10−5 ≤ R0 α ≤ 400. The spatial
distribution of laser energy can further be tuned by the
focusing condition of the laser in relation to the drop. We
explain in detail how the energy distribution can be visu-
alized and changed, either by a beam-shaping technique
or varying α. The purpose of our setup is to study the
fluid-dynamic response of the liquid target to a laser im-
pact. To this end, the experimental apparatus allows for
extensive visualization of the complete process by high-
speed and stroboscopic imaging. Having introduced the
experimental apparatus, we present a few results of the
system in § IX: the stability of the control parameters of
our experiment is discussed, followed by a brief introduc-
tion to the laser impact on a drop based on the strobo-
scopic imaging. Finally, we use the high-speed imaging
for experiments showing how the fluid dynamics can be
controlled by the laser-beam profile. We then give a sum-
mary of our work in §X.
II. SYSTEM OVERVIEW
A key feature of the experimental apparatus is the abil-
ity to control the laser impact in terms of the laser-pulse
energy: both the absolute scale and the spatial distri-
bution of energy can be controlled and visualized. We
present two optical configurations to impact the liquid
target, which each have their own advantages. First, a
free beam propagation is introduced in § III together with
the overall layout of the setup (Fig. 2, see Nomenclature
for a list of abbreviations). This beam path leaves enough
freedom to integrate other components such as additional
optics to change the polarization state of the laser beam.
In case more control over the spatial distribution of laser
energy at the impact location is required we present a
second configuration in § IV. This optical path incorpo-
rates a beam-shaping technique to first modify the beam
profile in the near-field of the laser. Then, an imaging
technique is applied to propagate the near-field image to
the impact location where the drop is placed.
Equally important is the next aspect of our experi-
ment: the visualization of the fluid-dynamic response of
the drop to the laser impact. We describe in §V a combi-
nation of high-speed and stroboscopic imaging techniques
that are incorporated in the laser-beam path. The re-
sponse of the drop to the laser impact is then visualized
in two orthogonal views: a side-view perpendicular to the
laser beam and a back-view that is along the laser-beam
propagation.
The spatial scale of the experiment is set by the initial
radius R0 of the drop, where we chose for a millimeter-
sized drop based on three considerations. First, the ease
to create drops of that size for common liquids as de-
scribed in §VI. Second, for this drop size the timescale
of the fluid dynamics, or at least the late-time dynamics,
is accessible by high-speed imaging, see §V. Third, stro-
boscopic imaging at this scale allows for recordings with
high spatial and temporal resolution. In this case, the
repetition rate of the experiment is set to fexp = 1 Hz,
limited by the frame rate of the high-resolution cameras
used during stroboscopic recordings.
Preliminary experiments showed that to propel a
3millimeter-sized drop a laser pulse with an energy of a few
100 mJ is required. Commonly available at such pulse
energies are Nd:YAG lasers with wavelength of λL =
532 nm. However, to tune the linear absorption of light at
that wavelength, i.e. to control the length scale on which
the laser energy is absorbed in common liquids such as
water, the addition of a dye is necessary as explained in
§VII. A high degree of control over the fluid dynamics
and laser-impact conditions, required especially for stro-
boscopic imaging techniques, goes along with a precise
control system, which is described in §VIII.
III. LASER SYSTEM AND FREE BEAM PROPAGATION
The layout of the experimental apparatus with a free
beam propagation is shown in Fig. 2. The main laser
used to impact the liquid drop is a Q-switched Nd:YAG
laser system (Q-smart 850 by Quantel) at its funda-
mental frequency. Its output is frequency-doubled in a
temperature-stabilized crystal (second harmonic genera-
tor (SHG) by Quantel) to generate laser light at a wave-
length of λL = 532 nm emitted within a pulse duration
of τp = 5 ns full width at half maximum (FWHM). The
cavity optics and alignment are altered by the manufac-
turer to meet the design repetition rate of our experiment
fexp = 1 Hz and delivers a slightly elliptical flat-top beam
profile. The laser beam is linearly polarized, which allows
for a convenient attenuation by splitting the beam in a
polarizing beam splitter (PBS, PBS25-532-HP by Thor-
labs or 2-HPCB-B-0254 by Altechna), see also Fig. 2.
The split-up ratio between the energy redirected into a
beam dump and the remaining energy used in our impact
experiment is set by a λ/2-plate in a motorized rotation
mount (K10CR1/M by Thorlabs). That way we can set
the energy EL manually or by software control in the
range EL,min = 1 mJ ≤ EL ≤ EL,max = 420 mJ.
A continuous-wave laser diode (CPS532 by Thorlabs)
serves as light source for the alignment laser. It is cou-
pled in the laser-beam path by the same PBS used for the
attenuation of the main laser (Fig. 2). The beam diame-
ter of the diode laser is increased by a factor of three in a
Galilean beam expander35 (f1 = −50 mm, f2 = 150 mm)
and can be matched precisely to the main laser by a di-
aphragm (see Fig. 2). The alignment laser allows safe
operation without laser-safety goggles when attenuated
sufficiently by a neutral density (ND) filter. The opti-
cal path of the main laser is not affected by the optical
positioning of the alignment laser. Thereby, the total op-
tical path length can be minimized, which is of particular
importance when imaging the near-field as described in
§ IV. In this section, we continue our description of a free
beam propagation and general features such as the energy
measurement, which are also used later in combination
with the near-field imaging technique.
The laser energy EL is measured by the energy meter 1
(energy sensor is a QE12LP-S-MB connected to an en-
ergy monitor S-LINK-2 by Gentec Electro-Optics). We
use a wedged beam sampler (BSF10-A by Thorlabs) for
in-plane polarized light to split-off 1% by reflection at
45◦ incidence. In case we change the polarization state,
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Figure 2. Sketch of the optical path of the laser system and
visualization as arranged on an optical table with a size of
2.4 m x 1.5 m (shown not to scale). The symbols on top of the
light path indicate out-of-plane ( ) and in-plane polarization
( ). Optical mirrors operated at an angle of incident (AOI)
of 45◦ are represented by black solid lines. The mirror labeled
M1 serves as reference point in Fig. 3, where an advanced
laser-beam path is shown to scale. The drop defines the origin
of our coordinate system, where ~ez is aligned to the laser-
beam propagation and ~ex to gravity. Abbreviations that are
used in the figure are explained in Nomenclature.
either to an out-of-plane or a mixed polarization state
as will be done for the beam-shaping in § IV, we use a
wedged window (WW11050-A by Thorlabs) with a di-
electric coating as beam sampler at near-zero incidence
as illustrated in Fig. 2 to split-off approximately 0.5 %
of laser light, independent of the polarization state. A
focusing lens fEM = 150 mm matches the beam diameter
to the sensor size of energy meter 1. For calibration pur-
poses a second energy meter (same type as energy meter
1 but protected from the high-energy beam by an atten-
uator QED-12 by Gentec Electro-Optics) can be placed
directly in the path of the main laser. This way the read-
out at the energy meter 1 can be calibrated against an
arbitrary position along the laser-beam path. In partic-
ular, the dimensions of the sensor head allow for a direct
placement at z = 0 mm within the drop-impact chamber
4(Fig. 4) to include any loss of light at optical elements in
an appropriate calibration curve.
The laser beam is expanded in a Galilean beam ex-
pander (f3 = −250 mm, f4 = 500 mm), raised in height
in a periscope assembly before it is focused by lens
f5 = 400 mm into the drop-impact chamber (see Fig. 2
and 4). The beam expansion by a factor of f4/|f3| = 2
is required to increase the initial beam diameter dL =
9 mm to a size that prevents the local fluence F to
exceed the laser-induced damage threshold (LIDT) on
any optical element. All optics have appropriate laser-
line coatings for λL = 532 nm with a typical LIDT
of FLIDT = 5 J/cm
2 leading to a minimum spot size
dmin ≥ 2 (EL,max/(pi FLIDT))0.5 = 3.2 mm for each op-
tical element at maximum laser energy. The periscope
assembly allows us to adapt the height of the laser-beam
path to about 250 mm above the optical table to accom-
modate the high-speed cameras that are placed on trans-
lational stages. Before the laser beam enters the chamber
a dichroic mirror combines the laser-beam path and the
optical path of the back-view visualization (see §V).
The diameter d0 of the laser beam at the drop location
can be adjusted by setting the position of lens f5 along the
beam-propagation axis ~ez. The smallest beam diameter
at the drop position is set by the beam waist ω0, which
is of the order of a few tens of micrometer given our laser
system and focusing conditions. This means that we can
cover the range ω0/R0 ≈ 0 < d0/(2R0) < 5. In principle,
even larger values are possible but out of scope from a
fluid-dynamics point of view, since in such a case the laser
fluence is too low to induce a considerable liquid motion.
Laser light that passes the drop is captured by a
lens combination f6,7 to image the drop-impact location
onto the charge-coupled device (CCD) of a beam pro-
filer (BC106N-VIS/M by Thorlabs). The combination of
a plano-convex lens f6 = 750 mm and a meniscus lens
f7 = 300 mm to a lens with an effective focal length
36 of
f6,7 = (1/f6 + 1/f7)
−1
= 214 mm is advantageous for two
reasons. First, the flat surface of the plano-convex lens
easily seals the drop-impact chamber against the ambient
atmosphere (see Fig. 4). Second, the combination reduces
spherical aberrations and improves the image quality on
the CCD. To protect the delicate CCD from the high-
energy beam, an attenuation by more than six orders of
magnitude is required. The amount of attenuation must
be insensitive to the polarization state of the light to
capture all phase components at the same relative inten-
sity. Otherwise, the sensor may only capture the beam
profile for light with in-plane polarization, which may be
different from the profile for the out-of-plane component
(a corresponding polarization state occurs for the beam-
shaping in § IV). As first attenuation step, we choose a
wedged window at near-zero incidence as beam sampler.
The final step is a neutral density (ND) filter that can
be exchanged easily to match the sensitivity of the CCD
to a change of laser energy. The position of lens f6,7 on
the optical path relative to the drop as well as the po-
sition of the CCD thereafter are fixed by the Gaussian
lens formula36, which is explained in more detail in § IV.
For experiments that require laser energies much lower
than EL,min we introduce an additional step of attenua-
tion not shown in Fig. 2. Two wedged windows can be
placed between the beam sampler and lens f3 in a Z-con-
figuration to use the reflection of the first face of each
window. The coating on the windows can be chosen to
reach an additional attenuation by a factor of 104 for two
coated windows or a factor of 102 in case one window is
replaced by a laser-line mirror.
The free beam propagation described here is simple
since it does not pose many restriction on the optical
path. The distance between lens f3 and f4 is fixed to
the sum of the focal length, f3 + f4, to keep a collimated
beam after the expansion. The position of lens f5 relative
to the drop is crucial to set the focusing condition. This
leaves enough freedom to integrate other components in
the beam path such as a λ/4- or λ/2-plate to change the
polarization state. In case more control over the beam
shape is required we present an imaging and beam shap-
ing technique in the following section.
IV. BEAM SHAPING AND NEAR-FIELD IMAGING
A drawback of a free beam propagation as described
in the previous section is the deterioration of the flat-top
beam profile as it propagates from the near-field to the
far-field at the drop-impact location (z = 0 mm). This
can be solved by imaging the flat-top profile from the
near-field (at a distance of about 400 mm from the laser
head) to the drop-impact location (at a distance of about
2500 mm) as described in this section. In addition, the
intrinsic properties of an imaging technique are beneficial
when combined to a beam-shaping operation, which we
explain in this section as well.
A near-field imaging is advantageous when a beam-
shaping operation is performed at, or close to, the image
plane that has its conjugated focal plane at the drop-
impact location: the image is then propagated to its con-
jugated focal plane independent of the actual light path
(of course, as long as clipping or spherical aberrations are
minimized). As a consequence, a deviation in the propa-
gation angle, inevitably introduced by the beam shaping,
does not compromise the profile and, more importantly,
the final position of the beam in the conjugated focal
plane where the target of the laser impact is placed. As
a result, once the imaging is implemented and properly
aligned the beam shaping can be performed with mini-
mum alignment effort. These considerations motivated
the beam path presented here: a beam-shaping realized
within the near-field distance such that any linear com-
bination of the laser beam with a rotated version of itself
can be imaged onto the drop. In addition, we place the
CCD of the beam profiler in another conjugated focal
plane behind the drop-impact location for the visualiza-
tion of the beam shape as experienced by the drop (al-
ready explained briefly in § III). Such a setup allows to
study the response of the drop to different laser-beam
profiles.
The complete laser-beam path including the beam
shaping is shown in Fig. 3. As before, we make use of
the polarization state of the main laser and create two
orthogonal fields by a λ/2-plate and a PBS. Two dove
5prisms allow for an arbitrary image rotation θ of the
two fields. The multiple reflections inside the dove prism
cause a slight change of the polarization state of each
beam, which leads to a loss of laser energy of about 10%
when the two fields are recombined in another PBS. Such
an arrangement allows to create any linear combination
of the input beam profile with a rotated version of it-
self. We use this feature to transform the elliptical beam
profile to a near-circular profile to achieve axisymmet-
ric impact conditions on the drop. The complete ar-
rangement including attenuation as described in § III is
achieved within the near-field of the laser system (about
400 mm).
In principle, the beam can be left freely propagating
from this position (marked by the position of lens f3
in Fig. 3) to the drop-impact location as described in
§ III. But as discussed before, any deviation in angle in-
evitably introduced by the dove prisms would lead to a
large offset at the drop-impact location due to the long
optical path of about 2500 mm. This would need a care-
ful re-alignment for each rotation of the beam, which
we avoid by the near-field imaging. However, a beam-
imaging technique imposes several restrictions upon our
setup:
1. Any intermediate focus point of the high-energy
laser beam needs to be covered with a vacuum tube
to avoid optical breakdown in ambient air before
the laser pulse hits the drop, i.e. for z < 0 mm.
Otherwise, the plasma at the focus spot absorbs
and scatters nearly 100 % of the incident laser en-
ergy.
2. No optical element can be placed in the vicinity
of the drop to avoid the impact of fragments onto
optical elements causing a damage or alteration to
the laser-beam path in subsequent experiments.
3. The damage threshold FLIDT for each optical ele-
ment must be respected as explained before in § III.
4. Two dichroic mirrors with a diameter of 50 mm at
45◦ incidence need to be incorporated to allow suf-
ficient access for the back-view visualization.
5. The optical elements placed at the laser entrance
and exit of the drop-impact chamber need to allow
for a proper seal of the inert atmosphere (compare
Fig. 4).
6. In order to visualize the high-energy beam on the
beam profiler we must attenuate the light once
transmitted through the chamber. When the beam
shaping is to be used, the laser beam contains an
in-plane and out-of-plane polarization state and the
attenuation must be performed equally for all phase
components. We described a possible technique, a
reflection at 0◦ incidence, already in § III, but its
implications on the path length must be considered
here as well.
We design the laser path by an iterative procedure us-
ing geometrical optics, which is justified as the length
scales to be considered here are large compared to the
wavelength of the laser, that is R0/λL  1. Each imag-
ing step is then described by the Gaussian lens formula36,
1
si
+
1
s′i
=
1
fi
, (1)
Mi =
s′i
si
=
d′i
di
, (2)
that relates the distances from the object to the lens si
and the distance from the lens to the image s′i to the focal
length fi and magnification Mi of the imaging step i. The
above equations need to satisfy the following restrictions:
the magnification of the near-field from the first imaging
step to the drop Mdrop =
∏drop
1 Mi ≥ 2R0/dL = 0.25,
in order to illuminate the drop completely. Likewise, the
magnification from the drop to the CCD of the beam
profiler MBP =
∏BP
dropMi ≤ dBP/(dLMdrop) ≈ 2.9 to
visualize the complete beam on the CCD.
As the required magnification to match the beam size
in the near-field to the drop size satisfies Mdrop < 1,
the occurrence of an intermediate focus point would in-
evitably be close to the conjugated focal plane if a col-
limated laser beam was imaged (the position of the in-
termediate focus point would be at the focal point of the
imaging lens at z < 0 mm). We then recognize that at
least one additional imaging step is required to create a
diverging beam such that the intermediate focus point is
shifted to a position z > 0 mm while the conjugated focal
plane is kept at at the drop position, z = 0 mm. Despite
those considerations and restrictions, the system is still
underdetermined given the choices of optical elements
available. Therefore, we first pick a set of optical ele-
ments, choose s1 and calculate any remaining quantities
according to Eqs. (1) and (2). We calculate the local flu-
ence at all optical elements to evaluate our choice based
on restrictions 1 to 6. Next, we determine and evaluate
the consequences for the back-view visualization.
The illumination for the back-view visualization needs
to be partially incorporated in the optical path of the
main laser given the position of the dichroic mirrors. We
calculate the image of the light source along its optical
path based on Eqs. (1) and (2). However, the optical
elements that are part of the combined optical path of
the main laser and back-view visualization are already
fixed in terms of their position and focal length. In addi-
tion, the divergent nature of the light source requires the
first lens in the back-view path to be a lens (or focusing
mirror) with a large numerical aperture (NA) to capture
most light of the source (we select an aspheric collimator
lens f8 = 32 mm). This narrows down the choice for the
set of lenses already considerably. The remaining crite-
rion to check for the back-view illumination is then given
by its sole purpose: the required magnification to illu-
minate the drop-impact position in a uniform way. As
will be discussed in §V the size of the field of view (FOV)
dFOV = 20R0 = 20 mm and given the lateral extension of
the light source, typically about dLight = 8 mm, we find
for the required magnification MBV = dFOV/dLight ≥ 2.5.
Our solution to above problem is illustrated in Fig. 3
with one imaging step for the laser-beam path before
(lens f3 and f5) and one step after the drop (lens f6 and
f7). The back-view illumination includes two imaging
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Figure 3. Unfolded optical path
for the main laser and back-view
visualization. The drawings for
the beam imaging and back-view
are to scale and aligned, but
make use of two different scales in
~ez- and ~ey-direction to accommo-
date the complete beam path of
about 2500 mm in length, while
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in ~ey is only 30 mm. As a con-
sequence, the split-off at energy
meter 1 and the beam profiler
are shown at 45◦ AOI for illus-
tration, whereas they are actu-
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Similarly, the reflections at 45◦
AOI at any mirror are omitted
in this unfolded representation
of the optical path (mirror M1
is marked as reference point to
compare with Fig. 2). The direc-
tion of light propagation of the
back-view is reversed in compar-
ison to the main laser to avoid
forward scattering or even di-
rect laser radiation into the high-
speed camera in case any protec-
tive measure such as a notch filter
fails. The imaging of the near-
field beam profile of the laser
onto the drop is achieved by lens
f3 and f5 as explained in the text.
steps before the drop, which is necessary to compensate
for the effect of the shared lens f6,7 = 214 mm in the
back-view by lens f9 = 50 mm. The image of the laser
beam at the position of lens f3 = 300 mm is propagated
to the drop position (image and conjugated focal planes
are highlighted in red in Fig. 3). These arrangements
leads to the first intermediate focus after lens f3, which is
covered by a vacuum tube. As required, the next image
of the laser-beam profile created by lens f5 = 200 mm
at the drop-impact position is located before the second
intermediate focus at about z = 30 mm (see also Fig. 4).
Thus, no laser energy is lost in an intermediate focus by
plasma formation before the impact onto the drop.
The focus point behind the drop, i.e. the point of opti-
cal breakdown and plasma formation, cannot be covered
by a vacuum tube. However, the distance of about 30 mm
between the drop and the focus point is sufficiently large
in order not to interfere with our side- and back-view vi-
sualization. Care must be taken to measure the beam
profile, which is obtained in the absence of the drop by
the beam profiler (Fig. 3), at energies low enough to avoid
optical breakdown. Please note, that the intermediate fo-
7cus just before energy meter 1 does not require a vacuum
enclosure as the energy in that part of the laser-beam
path is far below the threshold for optical breakdown.
Therefore, lens f3 is not only used to image the near-field
but also used to match the laser beam to the size of the
sensor for energy meter 1.
Figure 3 also illustrates the point that limits the maxi-
mum size of the FOV in the back-view: at the position of
lens f6,7 the path of the back-view exhibits its maximum
lateral extension. Reversing the order of lens f6,7 and the
dichroic mirror could solve this issue but requires an ad-
ditional window to seal the chamber before the dichroic
mirror can be placed. This procedure would make the
dichroic mirror the element that clips the FOV leading
to no further improvement. Using lens f6,7 to seal the
chamber as sketched in Fig. 4 minimizes the required
path length and is thus our preferred choice. In this con-
figuration, the light enters the back-view at the bottom
of Fig. 3 and forms a real image after lens f8. This im-
age is propagated by lens f9 and f6,7 to the drop impact
location with the appropriate magnification. The light
source is divergent as illustrated in Fig. 3 and light is
lost in the additional imaging step. Therefore, a diffusor
with fine control over diffusing angles is required (holo-
graphic diffusers by Edmund Optics, version with 5◦ to
20◦ diffusing angle). This selection allows to find a com-
promise between light intensity and uniformity. Sufficient
light must be captured by each camera as described in
§V while the FOV needs to be illuminated uniformly to
ease subsequent image analysis and interpretation.
V. VISUALIZATION
The purpose of our setup is to study the fluid-dynamic
response of the liquid target to a laser impact. To
this end, the experimental apparatus allows for exten-
sive visualization of the complete process by high-speed
and stroboscopic imaging as explained in this section.
The response of the liquid drop to the laser impact in-
volves several timescales. The laser impact itself takes
place on a nanosecond timescale set by τp = 5 ns. The
timescale of the drop dynamics ranges from a few mi-
croseconds (compare Fig. 1) up to the capillary timescale
τc = (ρR
3
0/γ)
1/2 ≈ 1 ms, where ρ and γ are the liquid
density and surface tension, respectively. The frame rate
fcam to resolve the largest timescale τc properly is at least
5000 frames per second (fps) following typical criteria for
high-speed imaging37. Any other process in our experi-
ment requires a frame rate of orders of magnitude larger.
The spatial scale of interest is set by R0 but needs to
allow for an expansion of the initially spherical drop into
a larger geometry, where preliminary experiments sug-
gested a field of view (FOV) of about dFOV = 20R0 =
20 mm in diameter. However, the smallest features to be
resolved are those of drop fragments  R0, see Fig. 1.
This requires an imaging technique with a high spatial
resolution to capture both the large FOV and the details
of drop fragmentation. Furthermore, the liquid target is
allowed to move freely in space after the laser impact,
which requires that no optical element is present in the
vicinity of the drop to avoid liquid fragments reaching the
optics and causing a damage or alteration to the laser-
beam path in subsequent experiments. Since the laser
impact can be violent as shown in Fig. 1, a distance from
the drop of about 100R0 to 300R0 for each optical el-
ement is preferred. Thus, imaging at a large working
distance in comparison to dFOV is required.
Our visualization techniques must allow for an opti-
mum temporal and spatial resolution given the afore-
mentioned considerations, which is difficult to meet with
a single system. Therefore, we choose for high-speed
and stroboscopic imaging37 techniques to be used inter-
changeable in our setup. The latter requires an experi-
ment with a high degree of reproducibility to allow for
multiple experiments being recorded under identical con-
ditions but imaged at different times to give the percep-
tion of a continuous movie.
To image the laser impact and drop onto the different
cameras we use a long-distance microscope (LDM, K2
DistaMax by Infinity Photo-Optical Company) for both
high-speed and stroboscopic imaging. The LDM sup-
ports full-frame camera chip sizes (36 mm x 24 mm) as
found in the high-resolution cameras (4008× 2672 ∼ 107
pixels) that we use for stroboscopic imaging. The high-
speed cameras feature smaller chip sizes (20 mm x 20 mm,
1024× 1024 ∼ 106 pixels) that require the magnification
to be adapted by exchangeable objectives. Fortunately,
the magnification required in our case, given the FOV
and camera chip sizes, is of the order of one, which does
not pose great demands on the imaging optics except the
large working distance.
The high-speed system consists of a continuous light
source (LS-M352A metal halide light source by SUMITA
Optical Glass for the back-view and a MAX-303 xenon
light source by Asahi Spectra for the side-view) that is
prepared by critical illumination (see Fig. 2). An as-
pheric collimator lens (ACL5040U-A by Thorlabs) cre-
ates an image of the light source on a diffusor with a
high transmission efficiency (ED1-C50 by Thorlabs and
holographic diffusers by Edmund Optics). A second as-
pheric lens (AL50100-A) projects a magnified version of
that image to fill the FOV of the side-view in a uniform
way (the optical path for the back-view is described in
§ IV). To allow for a precise alignment the optics for each
light source are mounted on a yaw-and-pitch platform
on top of a translational stage. The high-speed cameras
(FASTCAM SA-X2 and FASTCAM SA1.1 by Photron
for the back- and side-view, respectively) are mounted
on translational stages. The one for the back-view is mo-
torized to move the image plane along the optical axis
~ez by software control. This feature allows to keep the
drop dynamics in the focus of the visualization: the drop
is propelled along ~ez and, therefore, leaves the depth of
field at some point in case the camera position is fixed,
even at nearly-closed aperture of the LDM.
The back-view poses another challenge: it needs to
be combined with the laser-beam path as already dis-
cussed in § IV. This is accomplished by two custom-
made dichroic mirrors (Laseroptik, Garbsen). These
long-pass filter are phase preserving to keep the polar-
ization state, have a high FLIDT and a near-100% trans-
mission for λ ≥ 574 nm. The latter is a requirement for
8the monochromatic light source that we use for strobo-
scopic imaging.
The light path of the back-view and its alignment in
reverse direction with the laser-beam path is shown to
scale in Fig. 3. The direction of propagation is reversed
to avoid forward scattering or even direct laser radiation
into the high-speed camera in case any protective mea-
sure such as a notch filter fails. The thickness of the
glass substrate of the dichroic mirrors introduces a con-
siderable displacement of the optical path (Fig. 3), which
leads to an astigmatism in the back-view that has to be
corrected for proper imaging. A substrate of the same
material and dimensions but with an anti-reflective coat-
ing is introduced just behind the dichroic mirror rotated
by 90◦ about ~ez. This element introduces a displacement
in ~ex-direction (not visible in Fig. 3) to compensate the
astigmatism by lengthening the optical path in the di-
rection orthogonal to the displacement introduced by the
dichroic mirror. Despite the additional optics and with
careful alignment the amount of light captured by the
high-speed cameras is enough to use even the shortest
possible exposure time of 293 ns for the FASTCAM SA-
X2. This option is very advantageous for our problem
that involves multiple timescales. The short exposure
time allows us to image drop fragments resulting from
the breakup of the liquid drop without motion blur de-
spite their small size and high speed, which clearly is
beyond a few tens of meters per second.
The purpose of the stroboscopic visualization is to
achieve far higher temporal and spatial resolution com-
pared to high-speed imaging. We use pulsed light sources
with exposure times of a few nanoseconds to illuminate
the scene of interest and capture the image on high-
resolution cameras. Both cameras (pco.4000 by PCO
AG and Bigeye G-1100B Cool by Allied Vision Tech-
nologies) feature the same chip (Truesense KAI-11002
with 4008 × 2672 ∼ 107 pixels) and mounting options
(F-mount by Nikon), which allows identical LDM config-
urations to be used in side-view and in back-view. The
resolution of the imaging system is estimated under ac-
tual experimental conditions (working distance of 320 to
400 mm) based on images of a variable line grating test
target (R1L3S6P by Thorlabs, placed at the drop impact
position) to be within 26 and 50 line pairs per millime-
ter. The pco.4000 offers a double-image mode that allows
to capture two successive frames of the same experiment
with an inter-frame time of less than 1µs. This feature
can be used to quantify velocity maps, e.g. particle track-
ing and particle imaging velocimetry37. Of course, it also
requires a pulsed light source capable of delivering two
pulses of light in rapid succession.
We use a dual-cavity, Q-switched, and frequency-
doubled Nd:YAG laser system (EverGreen 200 by Quan-
tel) as light source for stroboscopic imaging that is capa-
ble of delivering two pulses of laser light with a duration
of 10 ns and an arbitrary delay between the two pulses
(see Fig. 2). The green laser is first attenuated based
on its polarization in the same way as the main laser
described in § III. Next, the beam is split in two parts
by another λ/2-plate and a PBS. The coherence of the
laser light, which would lead to interference and speck-
les when used directly for visualization, is removed by
incoherent laser-induced fluorescence light illumination
(iLIF)38. In this technique, the laser beam is expanded
into a dye solution or solid plate where the incoming light
at a wavelength of 532 nm is absorbed to a resonantly
excited state. The subsequent fluorescence emission at
a wavelength of 574 to 580 nm preserves the 10-ns pulse
duration of the incoming laser pulse (the iLIF system
coupled to the laser system is commercially available as
High Efficiency Diffuser by LaVision). The incoherent,
monochromatic light is coupled into two optical fibers to
allow an arbitrary placement of the light sources in the
setup for imaging. Since the two pulses of light originate
from a single laser pulse and differences in optical path
length are minimized, the images taken with this light
source are intrinsically synchronized in time.
All visualization systems described so far record
grayscale images chosen for its superior light sensitiv-
ity37. A system to record color information requires light
of a broad spectrum for illumination, which is challeng-
ing for the back-view as the dichroic mirrors act as a
long-pass filter. However, the side-view only requires a
notch filter, which minimizes the effect on the spectrum
and offers a possibility to record color images. We use
a consumer digital single-lens reflex (SLR) camera (for
practical reasons, a Nikon D5100 is chosen for the images
in Fig. 1, but for higher image quality a full-frame and
low-noise version such as a Nikon D810 could be consid-
ered) to record color images stroboscopically and a pulsed
light source (NANOLITE KL-K by HSPS) for flash illu-
mination. The light source delivers a high-intensity light
pulse of 8 ns in duration. It makes use of an electric dis-
charge to create a plasma spark, which we image in a
similar way as we described for the monochromatic light
sources. A valuable extension for the sideview visualiza-
tion is a Schlieren technique39, which would enable to
visualize density gradients in the gaseous phase due to
local vaporization or shock waves induced by the laser
impact.
The images taken by the camera systems and beam
profiler are calibrated by taking images of semi-
transparent calibration targets placed at the drop-impact
location. We use high-precision Ronchi rulings by Ed-
mund Optics that cover the complete FOV or fixed-
frequency grid distortion targets by Thorlabs. These tar-
gets allow to translate image dimensions in each view to
world units in the lab reference frame. The spatial re-
lation among the different views can be inferred either
from a unique point on the calibration targets captured
in all views at the same time or from the spherical drop
itself. The initial drop before laser impact is recorded in
all views, sets the origin for our coordinate system, and
is therefore a natural reference point for calibration.
VI. DROP IMPACT CHAMBER
The chamber encloses the laser impact in an inert at-
mosphere and limits the area where any fragments, va-
por, or aerosol of the liquid may go after the laser im-
pact. The chamber is built from a standard 60-mm cage
system by Thorlabs with custom alterations to seal the
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Figure 4. A sketch of the
drop-impact chamber in a cross-
section illustrating the moment
of laser impact (dimensions not
to scale, intermediate focus po-
sition as calculated in § IV).
The inner dimensions of the alu-
minum chamber are such that
common 50-mm and 2-in. optics
can be mounted directly. The
chamber is sealed against am-
bient air and multiple nitrogen
inlet ports are placed close to
each optical element (illustrated
for the lens combination at the
right). A single outlet at the bot-
tom of the chamber is connected
to a low-pressure ventilation sys-
tem leading to gentle flow away
from the optical elements to the
bottom of the chamber. Any ex-
cessive liquid that does not evap-
orate over time is collected at the
bottom of the chamber in a glass
bottle that allows for a quick ex-
change.
aluminum housing and connect flow in- and outlet ports,
see Fig. 4. The dimensions of the chamber are such that
common 50-mm or 2-in. optics can be mounted directly.
The distances between the drop and the first optical el-
ement along the ~ey- and ~ez-axis are maximized under
the restriction imposed by the near-field imaging and vi-
sualization. This requirement leads to the cross-shaped
chamber design as seen in the top view in Fig. 2.
The drop generator is found on top of the chamber
in Fig. 4 and fed by a constant flow rate V˙ driven
by a syringe pump (PHD Ultra by Harvard Apparatus,
not shown). The design repetition rate fexp requires
V˙ = 4/3pi R30 fexp = 0.25 ml/min for a drop of initial
radius R0 = 1 mm. A suitable principle for drop gener-
ation in this case is the quasi-static pinch-off at the tip
of a capillary tube. The tube’s outer radius Rc,o needs
to be smaller than the drop for a reproducible position
of the drop detachment under the influence of gravity g.
The Weber number Wec of the capillary tube relates the
kinetic energy of the liquid to its surface energy and can
be expressed as Wec = ρR0V˙
2/(pi2γR4c,i), where the ki-
netic energy is determined by the flow speed inside the
capillary with inner radius Rc,i. A regular 30-gauge nee-
dle with Rc,o/R0 = 1/3 gives Wec = 0.6 < 1, which
means that control over the pinch-off position can be en-
sured for such a small needle while the drop generation
is purely controlled by surface-tension forces and grav-
ity. Any dripping, or even jetting40,41 at Wec  1, is
only observed in the case that Rc is further decreased,
for example in the event of clogging inside the tube.
A drawback of the proposed method is that it is im-
possible to vary the drop radius R0 over a large range.
R0 is set by the balance of surface tension and gravity
and scales as R0 ∼ κ−2/3R1/3c,o , where κ−1 = (γ/(ρg))1/2
is the capillary length42. The weak dependence of R0
on Rc,o does not allow for a large variation, but the drop
generation mechanism is very robust and leads to a stable
R0 ≈ 1 mm for the liquids described in §VII.
Once the drop detaches at the tip of the capillary
tube, it falls down towards the laser-impact position un-
der the influence of gravity while it relaxes to a spherical
shape. The drop masks a photodiode (PDA36A by Thor-
labs) that is illuminated by continuous-wave laser diode
(CPS635R by Thorlabs) emitting light at 635 nm. The
low-power laser diode is focused at the position where
the drop passes as illustrated in Fig. 4 to create a precise
trigger on the passage of the drop. The trigger finally
leads to the main laser emitting a pulse of light that
enters from the left through a window, hits the drop at
z = 0 m, and exits to the right through the lens combina-
tion f6,7. The complete arrangement of the trigger laser,
photodiode, and capillary can be moved relative to the
drop chamber allowing for a free positioning of the drop
along ~ey and ~ez without the need to change the trigger
alignment. The details on the timing and control, used
to align the drop relative to the laser beam along ~ex, are
left for §VIII.
An elastic membrane visible from the outside of the
chamber as shown in Fig. 4 serves two purposes. First,
it is a visual indication of a slight over-pressure inside
the chamber relative to ambient conditions. The over-
pressure is controlled by two flow-vales and a static pres-
sure regulator (not shown) and ensures that no oxygen
enters the chamber to prevent an explosive mixture with
the vapor of a flammable liquid. Second, the membrane
serves as safety release valve when an unexpected pres-
sure build-up occurs during an explosion of flammable
liquids that could not be prevented by other means. As
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discussed, the intermediate focus position at z > 0 mm
cannot be covered by a vacuum tube and is a likely spot
for the ignition of an explosion as previous experiments
have confirmed. The over-pressure can also be checked
with a digital differential pressure gauge, that offers an
audible feedback in case the over-pressure is lost.
VII. LIQUIDS
We aim to control the deposition of laser energy in
the liquid by adding a dye such that the linear absorp-
tion coefficient α at the wavelength λL can be varied
in comparison to R0. Water is a convenient model sys-
tem in terms of its well-known physical properties, safe
operation, availability, and previous research on laser-
matter interaction21. However, the linear absorption co-
efficient43 α = 0.0447 m−1 of pure water at λL = 532 nm
is negligible small in comparison to the scale of our sys-
tem, i.e. R0 α  1. The opposite regime, R0 α  1, is
of great interest, since the laser energy is then limited
to a superficial layer of the drop, the thickness of which
scales as δ ∼ 1/α, which leads to a high energy density
upon laser impact. As a result, the kinetic energy im-
parted to the drop is increased44 and the fluid-dynamic
response is more violent. To achieve local absorption and
actually control the penetration depth of laser light δ at
λL = 532 nm into the liquid phase, we solve a dye at
variable concentration in otherwise pure water.
To explore the range R0 α 1 a dye with a high solu-
bility is required. We use the dye Acid-Red-1 (chemical
abstracts service registry number (CASRN): 3734-67-6,
product number 210633 by Sigma-Aldrich), which is also
used in coatings or inks and as such is available at large
quantities and at reasonable cost. We filter each dye-
water solution during preparation and place a syringe
filter with a pore size of 200 nm in front of the capillary
tube as final stage of filtration. This is of importance
when performing experiments with a solution close to the
solubility limit to ensure that no particles or dye agglom-
erates change the dynamic response of the system. This
potential effect of particles in the liquid on the fluid dy-
namics is also why we avoid to use pigment dyes. Instead,
we may use black (IJC-5900) and magenta (IJC-5920)
pigment-free inks by Sensient Imaging Technologies.
We measured the absorption coefficient for the aqueous
Acid-Red-1 solution over a large range of mass fractions
of dye w and find α = α0 w with α0 = (8.05 ± 0.2) ×
106 m−1, compare Fig. 5 (a). Our results are based on
measuring the transmitted energy through liquid sam-
ples of known optical path length and are in very good
agreement with measurements performed at the solubil-
ity limit with a Z-scan technique45. To conclude, the
aqueous Acid-Red-1 system allows to vary the laser-
matter interaction in the range 5 × 10−5 ≤ R0 α ≤ 400,
where the lower limit is given by pure water and the up-
per limit by the solubility limit ws = 0.05 as stated by
the manufacturer.
A second solution consists of methyl ethyl ketone
(MEK, CASRN: 78-93-3, product number 04380 by
Sigma-Aldrich) as the solvent and Oil-Red-O (CASRN:
1320-06-5, product number 1320-06-5 by Sigma-Aldrich)
as the dye. The solvent MEK exhibits a lower latent
heat of vaporization as compared to water, which is ex-
pected to cause an even stronger drop response in terms
of induced flow velocities for a given normalized penetra-
tion depth, i.e. (R0 α)
−1
, and laser energy44. Initial ex-
periments indeed show that this solution also operates at
R0 α 1 but with a much stronger response as compared
to any aqueous Acid-Red-1 solution. Consequently, the
same liquid motion can be induced at lower laser-pulse
energy for dyed MEK as compared to an aqueous solu-
tion. Improvements of the laser-beam profile, which lead
to a decrease in available laser-pulse energy at the drop
impact location, can then be applied without limitations
in the fluid-dynamic parameter space.
A liquid property that is very important in our exper-
iments is the surface tension γ, as the late-time fluid dy-
namics are determined by surface-tension forces in com-
parison to the kinetic energy that the drop gains upon
laser impact44. Even the smallest amounts of surfactants
may affect the surface tension of a liquid sample. Since
we cannot exclude surface-active impurities in our solu-
tions, i.e. due to left-overs from the dye manufacturing
process, we measure the surface tension for both liquid
systems. Pendant-drop measurements42 are performed
in a contour-analysis system (OCA by DataPhysics In-
struments) that allows to record the surface tension of
the solution in the pendant drop as function of time, see
Fig. 5 (b). The results show that on timescales relevant
to the laser impact on a drop, where the largest timescale
is of the order of a few milliseconds, the surface tension
of the solution can be approximated by the value of the
pure solvent within ±2 %, see Table I for the measured
values. However, the surface tension decreases by more
than 30 % for the aqueous Acid-Red-1 solution at high
concentration during pendant-drop measurements that
last 20 min or even longer (not shown in the figure). Such
long measurement durations are excluded for the volatile
MEK solution, which explains why the measurement is
stopped after 30 s in Fig. 5 (b).
The solvent MEK requires the drop-impact chamber
to have an inert atmosphere, since it is a hazardous sub-
stance that can be ignited under ambient temperature
conditions46. A further complication is the rapid evapora-
tion of MEK, which is partially due to its low latent heat
of vaporization and which can affect the drop-generation
control mechanism that was described in §VI. The evap-
oration of the drop at the tip of the capillary leads to
an increase of dye concentration and, once the solubility
limit is reached locally, causes an agglomeration of dye
particles, an effect also known for the self-assembly of
colloidal dispersions during spray drying47. These parti-
cles form structures around the tip of the capillary tube
leading to an unsteady pinch-off behavior of the drop or,
even worse, to a complete clogging of the capillary once
the flow rate is too low.
We avoid the clogging and stain formation by an active
feedback loop controlling the volume flow rate V˙ based
on the drop pinch-off frequency fexp. The syringe pump,
which sets V˙ , is not switched off between experiments
but set to a low volume flow that ensures a drop pinch-
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Figure 5. Liquid properties measured for Oil-Red-O dissolved
in methyl ethyl ketone (MEK) and an aqueous Acid-Red-1 so-
lution. (a) Linear absorption coefficient α as function of the
mass fraction w of dissolved dye. The transmission measure-
ments of an aqueous Acid-Red-1 solution (circle marker )
confirm α = α0 w to be valid up to the solubility limit
ws = 0.05 as reported by the manufacturer, i.e. for w ≤ ws.
At even higher concentration the absorption coefficients sat-
urates for w ≥ w∗s = 0.09, which was confirmed with a Z-scan
technique (circle marker ) by Gayathri and Ramalingam 45 .
The solid line ( ) is the linear (w ≤ w∗s) and constant
(w > w∗s) fit, where our impact experiments are performed in
the unsaturated regime. Preliminary transmission measure-
ments in a limited range of w for Oil-Red-O dissolved in MEK
(square marker ) yield similar results (see also Table I). (b)
Surface tension as function of time t during pendant drop
measurements. The time t ≈ 0 s corresponds the moment the
drop is formed at the tip of a capillary tube. The surface ten-
sion of each solution γ is compared to the surface tension of
the pure solvent γ0 for three different solutions: an aqueous
Acid-Red-1 solution at low (w = 0.002ws, circle marker )
and high (w = 0.75ws, circle marker ) mass concentration of
dye, as well as Oil-Red-O dissolved in MEK at approximately
half the solubility limit (w = 0.5ws, square marker ).
off approximately every 20 s. Before an actual experi-
ment, the feedback loop is started to tune the flow rate
to match the design repetition rate fexp = 1 Hz within
±1%, which takes typically about one minute depending
on the stain formation before the feedback loop has been
started. This ensures that the capillary and its tip are
flushed and residual dye particles are removed.
Table I. Liquid properties of an aqueous Acid-Red-1 solution
and Oil-Red-O dissolved in methyl ethyl ketone (MEK). The
surface tension γ of the solution is unaffected by the addition
of the dye on short timescale, i.e. t < 1 s, and can be approxi-
mated by the value of the pure solvent. Likewise, the density
is given by the value of the pure solvent, which is valid for a
low dye mass fraction, i.e. w  1.
parameter H2O & MEK &
Acid-Red-1 Oil-Red-O
liquid density ρ (kg/m3) 998 805
surface tension γ (N/m) 0.072 0.025
linear absorption
coefficient α0 (1/µm) 8.05± 0.2 8.13± 0.1
VIII. SYSTEM CONTROL AND TIMING
The control system for the lasers, cameras, energy me-
ters, and auxiliary devices such as the syringe pump
or motorized stages needs to ensure a precise timing
and deterministic control of the devices. However, the
timescales that need to be respected by a certain device
may differ as illustrated in Fig. 6 (a). The devices in the
asynchronous group do not communicate directly with
each other but only via the control software running on
a computer (Z420 workstation by Hewlett Packard, Win-
dows 7 by Microsoft as operating system, control software
is implemented in MATLAB by MathWorks). The pre-
cision of the timing between devices in this group is set
by the combined processing time of the control software
and operating system. Since we do not use any real-time
operating system we cannot guarantee deterministic syn-
chronization between the devices and, therefore, settings
are applied in an asynchronous fashion.
By contrast, the synchronous control group consists
of hardware that needs to interact with each other deter-
ministically on a timescale as small as a few nanoseconds.
This synchronization is achieved by hard-wired trig-
gers transmitted directly among devices by a transistor-
transistor logic (TTL). The precise timing among signals
and their logical relation is controlled by a programmable
pulse-delay generator (BNC575 by Berkeley Nucleonics
Corporation with extended firmware and a precision of
250 ps). The pulse-delay generator is programmed before
an actual set of experiments in an asynchronous fashion
from the control software but it operates independently
during the actual experiments.
For example, during a stroboscopic measurement we
may change the flow rate of the syringe pump but cannot
know for sure when the setting is applied by the device
due to residual flow in the long feed lines. In principle,
this is not a problem, since the effect of the flow rate,
in our experiment the repetition rate of the drop pinch-
off, is measured by a frequency counter in a synchronized
way. Similarly, when changing the position of a λ/2-plate
in a motorized mount we can monitor its effect by an en-
ergy meter. However, to ensure correct synchronization
between devices of the different groups, the experiment
needs to be stopped first. Then, the settings need to
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be applied, while the state of any asynchronous device
is read out until the new settings are confirmed. Only
then, the experiment can be restarted for a known and
synchronized setting.
The control and timing of the devices is described along
Fig. 6 for a stroboscopic experiment as it poses the high-
est demands in terms of reproducibility and a precise
synchronization:
1. The function generator (33600A by Keysight) is
synchronized to its internal clock feeding pulses
at a fixed frequency of 1 Hz to the main laser
and pulse-delay generator, both connected to chan-
nel A (please note that Fig. 6 shows the case where
the function generator is already synchronized to
the drop generation). The actual output of the
pulse-delay generator is off to prohibit any ac-
tual laser output or devices being activated. How-
ever, from this point onward the cavity of the
main laser is pumped by its flash-lamp allowing for
the temperature-stabilized cavity to reach thermal
equilibrium.
2. The syringe pump is switched on, drop generation
starts and each drop generates a trigger signal at
the photodiode that is received by the function
generator. The signal is fed back to a frequency
counter (J-50MB-YAG-USB by Coherent, an en-
ergy meter used for testing or calibration but also
capable of frequency counting) connected to chan-
nel B of the function generator.
3. At this point the drop generation does not yet affect
any other device (main laser and pulse-delay gen-
erator are still synchronized to a fixed frequency),
allowing to optimize the syringe pump. An active
feedback loop controls the flow rate of the pump
until the design repetition rate of the experiment
fexp = 1 Hz is reached within ±1%, see §VII.
4. The pulse-delay generator is programmed to create
appropriate trigger signals once it will be activated.
Likewise, the energy meters and cameras are pre-
pared by first flushing the onboard memory and
followed by the initialization of a new data acqui-
sition. Any motorized stage, such as the rotational
mount of the λ/2-plate to set EL, is moved into
position.
5. The output of channel A of the function generator is
synchronized to the trigger received from the pho-
todiode (Fig. 6 shows this case). At this point the
flash-lamp of the main laser and the actual experi-
ment itself are synchronized to the drop generation.
The setup is initialized and the generation of timing
signals can then be started at any time.
6. The output of the pulse-delay generator is activated
leading to an output of timing signals as illustrated
in Fig. 6 (b). Each time a drop masks the photo-
diode a trigger signal is generated at t = −80 ms.
A delay ∆t is added to that trigger by the func-
tion generator before it is passed to the pulse-delay
generator as reference trigger Ref and to the flash
lamp FL of the main laser. The flash-lamp signal
FL needs to precede the actual output (activated
by the Q-switch signal QS) of the main laser by
about 180µs. The moment the main laser receives
QS defines the time of laser impact t = 0, at which
point the drop needs to be at the desired impact
position. The alignment along ~ex can be tuned by
setting an appropriate ∆t (alignment along ~ey and
~ez is done mechanically, see §VI). The beam pro-
filer and energy meters require a certain activation
time, which is why they receive a trigger signal be-
fore QS. The time an image is taken is set by the
moment of exposure by the pulsed light source. In
case the dual-cavity laser as described in §V is used,
the exposure of the first and second image is set by
the Q-switch signal QS1 and QS2, respectively. Also
here, the laser pumping by the corresponding flash-
lamp needs to be activated before the Q-switch sig-
nal is received (about 135µs for our laser system).
It is important to note that the earliest possible
time to generate an output for the pulse-delay gen-
erator is immediately after receiving trigger Ref,
which leaves 180µs before the laser impact to acti-
vate all other devices. Given the laser-specific tim-
ings this restriction allows us to take stroboscopic
images starting at t = −45µs.
7. The experiment of the single-drop impact is re-
peated for as many drops as requested before the
output of the pulse-delay generator is stopped. The
back-view camera can be moved along ~ez during the
experiments to tune the image plane to the posi-
tion of the drop in each frame. Where possible, the
data acquired by the devices is already streamed
during the experiment to a solid-state disk, but the
control software checks after the trigger signals are
stopped whether an equal number of records are
acquired from all synchronized devices. The oscil-
loscope can be used during the experiment as live
visualization to check the timing signals.
The triggering changes slightly when the high-speed
cameras are used as they record for each experiment all
events from the laser impact at t = 0 s to the late-time
events at a fixed frame rate, typically fcam = 10
4 fps at
maximum image resolution. Therefore, the camera trig-
ger is synchronized to the QS trigger (Fig. 6 (b)). How-
ever, this synchronization does not yet ensure that the
first frame is actually exposed at t = 0 s as the inter-
nal clock of each high-speed camera is freely running
leading to a maximum uncertainty in the frame time of
1/fcam = 100µs. In order to ensure proper synchro-
nization to the laser impact we therefore reset the inter-
nal clock of each high-speed camera just before the laser
pulse is emitted at t = 0 s, also called a random-reset
mode. This procedure then allows to take high-speed
images with a precision of a few nanoseconds relative to
the laser impact.
This section ends the description of the experimental
apparatus. Our software to control devices in an object-
oriented way in MATLAB and handle the data from the
cameras and beam profiler is available online as open
source48–50. We then used the setup to obtain the results
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Figure 6. (a) Block diagram of the de-
vices typically used in a laser-impact
experiment. The diagram is split into
two groups: the asynchronous group
holds devices that are controlled on a
timescale much longer than a single
experiment and do not require a real-
time synchronization. On the other
hand, the synchronous control group
consists of hardware that needs to in-
teract with each other deterministi-
cally on a timescale down to a few
nanoseconds. Our software to control
devices in an object-oriented way in
MATLAB and handle the data from
the cameras or beam profiler is avail-
able online48–50. (b) Timing diagram
of a stroboscopic experiment. Each
vertical line represents the rising edge
of a trigger signal. In case the pulse
width of a signal is of importance, ei-
ther because a device needs a certain
activation time (beam profiler and en-
ergy meters) or reacts also to the
falling edge of the signal (camera 1
and 2), the complete pulse is shown as
gray solid line. The dashed line indi-
cates the second exposure of the dual-
frame camera, which is a response to
the falling edge of its TTL signal.
presented in the next section: the stability of the control
parameters of our experiment is discussed, followed by
examples of the stroboscopic and high-speed imaging.
IX. RESULTS
The purpose of the apparatus is the controlled and
quantitative study of the fluid-dynamic response of the
drop to the laser impact. The apparatus has been used
at different stages of construction to acquire the data
presented in previous publications for water and solvent
drops44,51–53. Examples for all visualization techniques
described in this paper can be seen in two award-winning
videos for the side-view visualization54,55. Our studies fo-
cus on the drop propulsion, the change of liquid topology
from the initial sphere to a thin sheet, and the simulta-
neous breakup of the deforming liquid body into smaller
fragments. The study of the fragmentation poses the
highest demands on the experimental setup. The need for
a high spatial and temporal resolution of the visualization
makes stroboscopic imaging an essential method in our
studies, which in turn requires the experiment to be per-
formed successively under constant control parameters.
However, the fragmentation in liquids is often caused by
instabilities56 that amplify initial perturbations, which
can be as small as the thermal noise in the system41.
Therefore, the final fragmentation of the drop upon laser
impact is inevitably subject to statistical fluctuations.
High-speed imaging is then necessary to visualize both
the fragmentation and the entire evolution of the drop
for a single realization of the experiment.
In this section, we give a few examples based on the
laser impact on a drop that illustrate the capabilities of
the apparatus. We first show the stability of the control
parameters of the apparatus in § IX A followed by a brief
introduction to the laser impact on a drop based on the
stroboscopic imaging in § IX B. We introduce the high-
speed imaging in § IX C for experiments that illustrate
how the fluid dynamics can be controlled by the laser-
beam profile.
A. Laser and drop stability
The independent control parameters of our experiment
are the spatial distribution of laser energy per unit area
expressed as fluence F (x, y, z), the liquid of the drop, and
the initial radius R0 and position of the drop in the lab
reference frame. The liquid refers here to a specific solu-
tion that sets the absorption coefficient α and liquid prop-
erties such as density ρ and surface tension γ as already
explained in §VII. These quantities characterize a spe-
cific laser-impact experiment and need to be known for
each realization. A dependent quantity or outcome of the
experiment such as the propulsion speed of the drop due
to the laser impact can be inferred in the post-processing
from the recorded data. The information combined fi-
nally leads to the relevant physical dimensionless param-
eters, such as the Weber number, which characterizes the
fluid-dynamic response in a general way, independent of
the actual experimental realization. In this section, we
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focus on how we determine the independent control pa-
rameters and evaluate their stability over time, which is
of great importance for the stroboscopic imaging.
The beam focusing and imaging described in § II are
performed on a length scale in ~ez that is large compared
to the drop radius, e.g. f5/R0  1. Therefore, the fluence
F (x, y, z) can assumed to be constant as it propagates
along ~ez across the drop-impact location −R0 ≤ z ≤
R0. The spatial distribution is imaged in relative terms
f(x, y, z = 0) by the beam profiler as described in § III.
The total energy of the laser beam EL at the drop-impact
location is inferred from an appropriate calibration of
energy meter 1. Both measurements combined allow to
calculate the fluence in absolute terms
F (x, y, z = 0) = F0 f(x, y, z = 0), with (3)
F0 = E
(∫
A
f(x, y, z = 0) dA
)−1
, (4)
where A corresponds to an area on the CCD of the beam
profiler large enough to cover the complete beam. Care
must be taken to calibrate the base level of the beam
profiler to exclude the noise in the integration of Eq. (4).
To determine the size of the laser beam and the corre-
sponding area A we follow the ISO standard57; our im-
plementation is available online49,50.
A typical beam-profile is shown in Fig. 7 (a) obtained
for the optical path from § IV including the near-field
imaging and beam-shaping technique. The measurement
is performed at low energy to avoid plasma formation in
the intermediate focus at z = 30 mm (see Fig. 4). During
each realization of the experiment, the image recorded by
the beam profiler can be used to determine the drop po-
sition and radius R0 as shown in Fig. 7 (b). We obtain
good results even though a plasma may be created in the
intermediate focus behind the drop: the optical break-
down occurs close to the intermediate focus at z > 30R0
and is not within the depth of field of the imaging op-
tics of the beam profiler. We find a spread in R0-values
between measurements based on the beam-profiler im-
age data and camera recordings of the side-view and
back-view to be within ±3%. Combining the informa-
tion of R0, the drop position, and the fluence we can
compute the energy transmitted into the drop per unit
area (Fig. 7 (c)). Moreover, the use of the laser beam to
not only induce the liquid motion but also to image the
initial drop is advantageous during stroboscopic record-
ings: the side- and back-view imaging can then be used
record the late-time response of the drop for a known
initial radius R0.
The beam profile as given in relative terms f(x, y, z =
0) is not a function of the total laser energy, which we
confirmed for the relevant range EL,min ≤ EL ≤ EL,max.
It is therefore sufficient to measure the beam profile once
for a given focusing or imaging condition and only mea-
sure the scalar quantity EL for each experimental realiza-
tion to compute the absolute scale according to Eq. (4).
In case the near-field imaging is not used but the mul-
tiple modes of the beam propagate out-of-phase to the
drop-impact location, the spatial distribution is deteri-
orated as can be seen by comparison of Fig. 7 (a) and
Fig. 10 (a, b). As higher modes of the laser beam de-
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Figure 7. Laser-beam profile recorded in absence of the drop
in (a) and with the drop in (b). The solid line ( ) in both
images indicates the drop size and position determined from
(b). This information allows to calculate the energy per unit
area Ftrans transmitted into the drop as shown in (c) taking
Fresnel reflection36 at the liquid-air interface into account.
The quantity Finc shown in the colorbar is the mean fluence
in the part of the laser beam that the drop is exposed to. The
diffraction pattern in the measured beam profile is related to
the resonator modes of the laser cavity and remaining liquid
fragments on lens f6 (see Fig. 4) from preceding experiments,
leading to a standard deviation of the fluence that is incident
on the drop of 16 %.
cay faster the superposition of all modes changes along
~ez. This effect illustrates the advantage of an imaging
technique where the modes in the conjugated focal plane
preserve their phase relation.
The stability of the control parameters over time is
shown in Fig. 8 for the same stroboscopic experiment vi-
sualized in Fig. 9. The liquid in this experiment is a MEK
solution at about half the solubility limit and the laser
energy EL = 113 mJ, which leads to a violent breakup
of the drop into tiny fragments. This operation point
represents a demanding test case for the apparatus as
many fragments are created during each realization that
could possibly interfere with subsequent repetitions of the
experiment. The control parameters of the experiment
are stable over time as quantified by the standard devi-
ation σ obtained from a Gaussian fit to the distribution
of each control parameter, see Fig. 8. To conclude, the
setup allows to measure the control parameter for each
experimental realization accurately and the shot-to-shot
variation of the control parameters is less than 3%.
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Figure 8. The relative deviation among 600 repetitions over
the course of 10 min in (a) and as histogram in (b) for the
laser energy EL, initial drop radius R0, and the offset ∆r
in the radial position of the drop. Each quantity is normal-
ized by an appropriate mean value, either the mean initial
radius Rˆ0 or the average laser energy EˆL. The solid lines in
(b) represent a Gaussian fit to each distribution yielding the
standard deviation σ for each control parameter: σE = 0.01,
σR0 = 0.005 with an average relative offset in the drop posi-
tion of 0.0287±0.0124. The data is taken from the experiment
shown in Fig. 9 and a running average filter is applied to the
data in (a) for better visualization (statistics in (b) are based
on the unfiltered data).
B. Laser impact regimes
The impact of a laser pulse on a liquid drop can lead
to a violent response as already shown in Fig. 1: the
liquid is set into motion on a timescale of a few microsec-
onds, strongly deforms, and eventually fragments. The
first reaction to the laser impact visible in the figure
is the emission of a shock wave in the surrounding air
(Fig. 1 (a) and Fig. 9 (a, c)). The shock wave is produced
by the ejection of matter in a vapor and liquid state: the
shock wave, visible as bright half-circle at the very left
of Fig. 9 (c), is followed by a region filled with vapor,
which is visible as Schlieren in the images. Still attached
to the left of the drop is a mist cloud, i.e. a two-phase
mixture of vapor and tiny liquid drops, that is visible as
a gray-to-black haze. A second shockwave is visible in-
side the vapor phase as dark region that is caused by the
collision between the expanding vapor and the ambient
air39. Both shockwaves and the vapor plume are only
visible at the periphery of the FOV as the local cut-off of
the background light source leads to an oblique illumina-
tion58 that visualizes density gradients as intensity dif-
ferences. As discussed in §V, the addition of a Schlieren
technique would allow for a more detailed visualization of
these phenomena. Eventually, the drop propels forward
in the direction of the laser propagation ~ez as the vapor is
ejected in opposite direction −~ez44. The center-of-mass
speed of the drop that is induced in the example of Fig. 9
is approximately U = 10 m/s. This speed can be further
increased as the maximum laser energy is not fully used
in this example.
The color images in Fig. 1 are filtered by a notch fil-
ter centered at λL = 532 nm, which leads to the ma-
genta colored background in the images. Nevertheless,
the color camera resolves the visible spectrum of the
light and helps to conclude on the driving mechanism
of the liquid motion, i.e. whether plasma formation and
the corresponding plasma pressure needs to be taken into
account. In case of a tightly focused beam (Fig. 1 (a)),
which is realized by moving lens f5 (Fig. 2) such that the
focal point of the lens is aligned with the drop, a white
glow in the images reveals the formation of a plasma: the
combination of different wavelengths in the visible spec-
trum appears white in the color images and indicates
that the threshold for optical breakdown in the liquid is
reached59. In this case, the plasma pressure then needs
to be included in a description of the driving force for
the liquid motion. When the beam waist of the laser
is moved away from the drop by moving lens f5 closer to
the drop, the fluence at the drop location is decreased be-
low the threshold for plasma formation in water of about
100 to 400 J/cm
221. Still captured by the camera is the
fluorescence emission at a wavelength λ > 532 nm (vis-
ible as yellow spot in Fig. 1 (b, c)), which is caused by
an emission from a resonantly excited state of the dis-
solved dye molecules. The volumetric energy density in
the superficial layer of the drop, which is a direct result
of the local laser fluence and the absorption character-
istics of the liquid-dye solution, is sufficient to induce
local boiling21. This phase change is then the only driv-
ing mechanism for the liquid motion in this case as the
optical radiation pressure60 from the laser and the ther-
mal radiation pressure caused by the heating of the drop
surface are insignificant61.
Care must be taken when interpreting the time an
event occurs in stroboscopic images. All frames are ex-
posed by a pulse of light less than 10 ns in duration at the
time t1 marked by QS1 in the timing diagram 6 (b). This
pulse of light captures the fluid dynamics free of motion
blur on the CCD of the camera at a well-known point in
time. However, the camera is activated sufficiently earlier
in time to account for any delay of the electronics or even
a mechanical shutter in front of the CCD. Therefore, the
CCD captures events also before and after t1. In case of
Fig. 1 this includes any plasma glow or fluorescent-light
emission during and shortly after the laser pulse. In fact,
the camera is exposed twice: once by the plasma or flu-
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Figure 9. Side-view (a–c) and back-view (d–f) images of the drop taken stroboscopically at t = 4µs (a, c, d) and t = 800µs
(b, e, f) after laser impact. Images (c) and (f) are magnified regions of the full-frame images (a) and (e). The visualization is
performed with the monochromatic and pulsed light source shown in Fig. 2. The laser energy per pulse is EL = 113 mJ and
the liquid is Oil-Red-O dissolved in MEK at approximately half the solubility limit (w = 0.5ws). The images show the fluid-
dynamic response of the drop to the laser impact at two characteristic points in time. The early-time recordings (a, d, c) show a
spherical shockwave emitted at the drop surface, followed by the ejection of mass in liquid and vapor state. A second shockwave
travelling towards the drop surface is visible inside the vapor phase as dark region (see text). The late-time consequence of
the laser impact (b, e, f) is a change of the liquid topology into a thin sheet (visible as the liquid is semi-transparent in the
visualization) that breaks to form tiny and stable drops.
orescence light emission at t = 0 s and later at t1 by the
pulsed light source.
The grid arrangement with a common axis for Fig. 9 (a,
b, d, e) is possible due to a proper image calibration: each
individual view is calibrated by its own set of calibration
images and the spatial relation among the different views
is inferred from the position of the initial drop. It is
then crucial to record the drop before the laser impact
to acquire an image of the drop free of any deformation.
In that case, the spherical drop can be analyzed in the
images of each view to find its center-of-mass position,
which is then used as an unique reference point for the
calibration. A clear advantage of stroboscopic imaging is
seen in Fig. 9: events at arbitrary points in time can be
captured even though they take place at times separated
by several orders of magnitude. At early times, the side-
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view gives insight in the propulsion mechanism of a drop
upon laser impact (see Fig. 9 (a, c)), whereas at late times
details of the fluid dynamics such as corrugations on the
evolving liquid sheet are revealed in Fig. 9 (e, f). In these
recordings, the image resolution of 4008 × 2672 pixels
per image is sufficient to resolve even small details in an
overall large FOV.
C. Controlling the fluid dynamics
A key feature of the experimental setup is its capabil-
ity to control and image the spatial distribution of the
laser radiation that drives the fluid dynamics. However,
the timescale of laser radiation and drop dynamics are
separated by several orders of magnitude. The question
then arises: how reproducible is the late-time drop dy-
namics and can it be influenced by the early-time laser
pulse? High-speed imaging plays an important role in
the answer to this question since it does not require a
reproducible process as in the case of stroboscopic imag-
ing. Each individual feature can be followed in time for
each realization of an experiment, only limited by the
frame rate and image resolution. The two high-speed
cameras allow to record images at a maximum resolution
of 1024×1024 pixels at a frame rate of fcam = 10 000 fps.
To answer the question on the reproducibility of the
drop dynamics we record ten realizations of a laser-
impact experiment at constant control parameters. The
laser-beam profile is shown in Fig. 10 (a) and exhibits an
elliptical shape, i.e. we do not improve the shape by the
beam shaping described in § IV. The fluid-dynamic re-
sponse to the laser impact can be observed in terms of
the back-view visualization in Fig. 10 (c), which is a su-
perposition of all ten realizations taken by the high speed
recording at a fixed time. As can be seen, the shape evo-
lution and even the position where ligaments are expelled
radially outwards are reproducible features of the exper-
iment: the gray value in the overlay image is a measure
for the probability that ligaments occurred at the same
position in all ten realization, where a black pixel means
that in all experiments a ligament is found at a partic-
ular position. The advantage of high-speed imaging in
this context is the ability to choose the point in time for
the overlay in the post-processing after the experiment.
Since the data of multiple recordings can be stored in the
camera memory, all ten experiments can be recorded in
direct succession within just ten seconds.
To investigate the influence of the laser-beam profile
on the fluid-dynamic response, we now rotate the beam
profile in Fig. 10 (a) by θ = 45◦ to obtain the beam pro-
file shown in Fig. 10 (b). Following the same procedure as
before we come to the same conclusion: the laser impact
on a drop shows a remarkable reproducibility. Moreover,
a comparison of Fig. 10 (d) and (c) suggests that the drop
dynamics follow the same rotation θ as set by the beam
profile. This effect becomes clear when we overlay the
two images, one corrected by the apparent rotation θ,
which is shown in Fig. 10 (e). The overlay reveals that
the large-scale fluid dynamics is entirely controlled by the
initial beam profile: the incident distribution of energy
θ = 0◦ θ = 45◦
(a) (b)
(c) 10 Images (d) 10 Images
(e) 20 Images
Figure 10. The influence of the laser-beam profile onto the
fluid dynamics of the drop illustrated for two laser-beam pro-
files: a reference beam at a rotation about ~ez of θ = 0
◦ in (a)
and a rotated beam at θ = 45◦ in (b). Ten experiments are
recorded with a high-speed camera for each rotation θ and
the superimposed frames taken at t = 900µs are shown in (c)
and (d). The image (e) is the superposition of (c) and (d),
where (d) as been rotated by −45◦ to compensate the initial
rotation of the laser-beam profile. The liquid in this experi-
ment is an aqueous Acid-Red-1 solution, resulting in a Weber
number of We = ρR0U
2/γ = 120 and a Reynolds number of
Re = R0U/ν = 2800 with ν as the liquid kinematic viscosity
and U the propulsion speed of the drop.
determines the volumetric energy density in the super-
ficial layer of the absorbing drop after the laser impact,
which induced a phase transition, expansion and recoil
pressure, which in turn sets the driving force of the fluid
dynamics. This result explains why the control and visu-
alization of the beam profile is of great importance to our
experiments: although the beam profile only acts on the
drop during the very first 5 ns, it determines the drop dy-
namics to a large extent at all later times and is therefore
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a crucial control parameter.
X. SUMMARY
An experimental apparatus to control and visualize
the fluid-dynamic response of a liquid target to a laser-
induced phase change is presented. The laser is a Q-
switched Nd:YAG laser system emitting pulses with a
duration of τp = 5 ns at a wavelength of λL = 532 nm
and a maximum energy of EL,max = 420 mJ. We ex-
plain two optical arrangements to hit the liquid target
of interest. First, an optical path is shown that focuses
the freely-propagating beam onto the target. The advan-
tages of this arrangement are its simplicity and options
to extend the path easily. Second, an optical path to im-
age the beam profile from the near-field of the laser onto
the liquid target is explained in detail. The path is more
difficult to implement but can be combined with a beam-
shaping technique. The beam shaping that we present
allows for any linear combination of the laser beam with
a rotated version of itself, which is used to improve the
axi-symmetry of the beam profile.
A liquid drop with an initial radius R0 ≈ 1 mm is gen-
erated as a target for the impact. We present two liquid-
dye solutions that allow to tune the penetration depth of
laser light into the drop in terms of a linear absorption co-
efficient α over a wide range, i.e. 5× 10−5 ≤ R0 α ≤ 400.
The response of the drop to the laser impact is visualized
by high-speed and stroboscopic imaging in two orthogo-
nal views: a side-view perpendicular to the laser beam
and a back-view that is along the laser-beam propaga-
tion. The combination of imaging techniques with expo-
sure times down to 10 ns resolves all relevant timescales
that vary by orders of magnitude between the nanosecond
duration of the laser impact and the millisecond evolu-
tion of the fluid-dynamic response.
The setup enables an operation at constant control pa-
rameters with a shot-to-shot variation of less than 3%,
which makes stroboscopic imaging possible in the first
place. We present examples from the laser impact on a
drop that require this stability, foremost a case where the
control over the beam profile allows perfect control over
the late-time fluid dynamics.
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